Date: Sept 5, 2013

Subject: Health Environment Art Services In Partnership with Attainia

Detail: Health Environment Art Services is pleased to announce their participation with Attainia, the foremost provider of equipment planning software and online planning tools in the world. With this agreement, Attainia users may now plan and budget for framed artwork, sculpture, custom mirrors and Communicare® Glass Patient Room Marker Boards.

What sets HEAS products and services apart from the rest of the industry is a commitment to innovation, world-class customer service and providing the best possible value for our client’s artwork budgets. By continually surveying the needs of our clients, we are able to react and even anticipate the artwork trends and direction for the healthcare industry. Our latest offering, Communicare® Glass Marker Boards, was born of that effort and created specifically for hospital patient rooms. With patented designs, these boards offer a clean, modern look that never goes out of style and do not have to be replaced due to wear and tear, accidental use of permanent marker or because of infection control issues.

“We are so pleased to be partnering with Attainia.” says Denise Rippling, Founder and President of Health Environment Art Services. “By having our product-range available for planning and budgeting through Attainia,” Rippling continues, “we are giving busy Healthcare Professionals access to the most unique and best-quality products in the industry.”

Since its founding in 1988, Corporate Artworks, has provided art consultant services to hundreds of corporate, healthcare and hospitality facilities both nationwide in the U.S. and in international locations such as Beijing, China; Abu Dabi, UAE; London, UK; and Mexico City, Mexico. During these years of experience and research, it was recognized that healthcare facilities face special challenges when selecting artwork and as a result, Health Environment Art Services (HEAS) was formed in 2003 to better serve the healthcare community. The firm is based in Arlington Heights, Illinois with offices in Houston, Texas, Denver, Colorado and Naples, Florida.
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